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a reply by a fraction of its own supporters, and in the spending
by the Treasury of £150,000. After its prodigious expenditure
of money and lung power, 90 per cent of adult Germans had
declared themselves perfectly content with slavery, so content
that numbers of them refused to answer even a party call.
The effects were immediate. Of the triumvirate Hitler was
wholly content. He had earned the gratitude of his paymasters,
for his following had polled their full strength and he had obtained
amazing publicity. For six months National Socialism had had
the run of a powerful press organization and had taken full value
of the opportunity. If everybody was laughing at the fiasco,
everybody had now heard of Adolf Hitler and his merry men;
the stage was set for a great party offensive. On Strasser's advice
he promptly broke with the Nationalists; they were for the
moment of no use to him. He threw the whole blame of the defeat
on the Nationalist party which, as he ought—so he said—to have
foreseen after their long bemiring of National Socialist ideals, had
not been half so much "in earnest" against the Young plan as
the anti-national Communists. A purely National Socialist agitation
would have done far better; he would not forget the lesson. In
the Baden elections a few days after the initiative the party took six
seats from their late allies and as many in Luebeck; it caused them
heavy loss in the communal and municipal elections in Prussia.
But in the ranks of nationalism there was rancour and depres-
sion. Even those who were as convinced as any Hugenbergite
that the Young plan was a burden not to be borne, were aghast
at the magnitude of the rebuff and some of those who were not
so convinced, broke party discipline and spoke out. Dohna, an
aristocrat of blameless Nationalist probity, bluntly told his party
that a great "national" party was impossible; the less worthy
wing would eat up the more worthy. Nationalism had acquired
a leader who had led the noblest party in Germany up a blind
alley from which extrication would be difficult and in which
destruction might be possible. Even on the Right there were men
of intelligence who were true prophets when they were brave
enough to prophesy; for this display of courage Dohna was flung
out of the party. Hugenberg was filled with all the unrepen-

